Mobile Learning
Reinforcement
Learn. Retain. Perform.

90% of what we learn is typically
forgotten within a week.
Not with ECHO.
What happens after training is over? Meet ECHO
- a learning reinforcement solution designed to
improve retention, strengthen performance, and
maximize your learning investment return.
Grounded in science, designed for the modern
learner and powered by analytics, ECHO transforms
and optimizes the way you learn and perform.
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Benefits
Empower Your Team
With Actionable Data

Maximize Your Training ROI

Avoid Expensive Relearning

ECHO protects your learning

With minimal investment, ECHO

investments by helping your people

delivers long-lasting learning in a

ECHO provides managers with

cement the knowledge they’ve

far more effective way than costly

highly actionable data for coaching

acquired into long term memory. The

relearning and refresher sessions.

and follow-up. Through its powerful

result is learning that endures, and

analytics, managers can assess the

employees that outperform.

progress of their team members and
uncover knowledge gaps in realtime.

sales@snabbfoting.se

www.snabbfoting.com/echo

Snabbfoting is well-positioned to advise, design and implement digital learning solutions on
leading SaaS and on-premises platforms across all industries in the Nordics. Snabbfoting is the
Nordic reseller of ECHO and partner of SwissVBS.
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Overcome the
Forgetting Curve
with ECHO

On average, 70% of what we learn is
forgotten within 24 hours. Within a week,
that drops down to 90%.

Learning is a journey, not an event. Isolated learning
experiences no longer make the cut. With ECHO, you

100%

get the ongoing, just-in-time support needed to bolster

80%

environment, ECHO carefully measures the retention
levels of each user, and then designs individualized
Learning Reinforcement Plans (LRPs) based on relevant
curated content. With an elegant and intuitive mobile
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learning and impact performance. In a post-learning
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Key Highlights
Intelligent Retrieval
Practice Engine

Streamlined Content
Leveraging

Powerful Business
Intelligence (BI)

ECHO tracks the retention rate of

ECHO leverages your existing

ECHO’s BI and analytics tools allow

your learners to dynamically serve

learning assets to complement

managers to track learner progress,

retrieval practices and resources

your instructor-led and web-based

measure results and optimize their

that enhance their retention rates.

training programs.

Learning Reinforcement Plans.

Optimized Reinforcement
Schedules

Micro-learning
Modules

Rich
Interactivity

ECHO has a default push

Full support for micro-learning

Motivate learners to reach their

notification schedule. You can also

modules that learners can consume

potential with engaging and media

set your own schedule to engage

on their mobile device, even in

rich content (tips, modules, quizzes,

with your Learning Reinforcement

offline mode.

podcasts and more).

Plan when it’s convenient for you.

Schedule a free demo today!
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